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McTellumdifferent hangs
by Barely Can Shovememore
creatures idiot
Poleice are investigating a prank
played at Tiltman Hall late last
Wednesday night. According to Bea
McContrary, mooniversity procrastinator, someone hung an effigy
of Henslay McTellumdifferent,
athletic supporter, from the bell
tower of Tiltman Hall.
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Mooniversity poleice officers unobtrusively surround the goalposts

Poleice officers arrested in scandal
by Trendy Trite
staph biter
Clemmons Mooniversity poleice officers were arrested and charged with disorderly conduct following
attempts to tear down the goalposts after the
Clemmons-South Mongolia football game.
According to Bea McContrary, mooniversity procrastinator, officers Dick Smith and Richard Jones were
later released in each others' custody.
"I knew those pansy Clemmons students would
never tear down the goalposts themselves," said Smith.
They don't have any guts. We just wanted to help them,
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the first
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to tear down
the goalposts."
"The officers were prevented from tearing down the
goalposts by a large group of students and other spectators in the field," said McContrary.
McContrary also said that during the week prior to
the incident, notices were posted around the mooniversity poleice department urging officers to tear down the
goalposts. However, members of SLED (Student Law
Enforcement Division) protected the goalposts from the
hordes of police officers.
"Ever though there were at least 100 officers, the
line of students held them back," said McContrary.

"When poleice first arrived, they
thought the swaying dummy was
McTellumdifferent," said McContrary. "Further investigation proved
that someone had hung the dummy
with a note. The note stated, "I'm
sorry for what I did to Clemmons
Mooniversity. Please forgive me.
Henslay."
No arrests have been made. According to McContrary, poleice
would like to find the perpetrators
and praise them for their ingenious
joke.
In other poleice matters, vandals
destroyed the President's mansion.
"Ball and Bat Axeley were at a
bustedball game Monday evening
when the vandalism occurred," said
MrCnnfrarv. 'The vandals painted

'Dawgs, No. 1' all over the outside
of the house. They also put puppy
dogs and dogshit on the lawn.
The vandals then broke in and
painted dog prints over everything.
All the Clemmons paraphernalia
was stolen and left in its place were
souvenirs from the Mooniversity of
Whorsia."
Poleice have several leads and expect to make the arrests very soon.
Axeley had no comment to make
on the incident, but wife Bat wants
$1.2 million to renovate the
doghouse.
Also in poleice business, the
worst dorm theft of the semester occurred, when Vainning Hall was
stolen Tuesday night. "I wish they
would keep the doors locked," said
McContrary.
The poleice have made arrests in
several cases reported last week.
The harrassing calls to female
students were traced to Axeley's
office.
"I really do not know who could
have made the calls," said Axeley
when questioned about the incident. "Poleice have arrested my
secretary, but I don't think she did
it. I don't know who did, but I'm
sure the poleice will find the
culprit."

Feeling Depressed?
Don't let exam week get you down.

Call 656-JUMP, and let the Cowsling Center help you deal with your problems
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Playmate does nothing
by Sleazy Fox
staph biter
Stupid Body President Chubby
Playmate credited all the fun stupid
government had this year to everyone partying more than in former
years. According to Playmate,
everything that had to be done
didn't get done.
"No one individual should take
all the credit," Playmate said with
enthusiasm. "But if anyone should,
I will take the credit."
Looking back over the first part
of his term at Clemmons Mooniversity, Playmate said, "Our biggest
accomplishment last semester was
that we established sexual relations
between our leaders and leaders of
the media and organizations." He
said they learned some valuable experience in the Senate chambers.
Other major accomplishments included the misuse of activity cards.
Playmate and other leaders in
stupid government came up with
many ideas on getting extra football
tickets for the Clemmons games.
"One game I got up to 20 tickets,"
Playmate said. "I'll do anything I
can to be fair to the students."
The Ferrun Stupid Disassociation, which was strongly supported
by stupid government, went into
full effect. According to Playmate,
stupid government tried its best to
get the Ferrun students to go back
where they came from.
"We've provided a shuttle service
to get them the hell out of Clemmons and back to New Joisey,"
Playmate ^airl
"Some didn't

Professors build new upper deck

cooperate, but we took care of that
by dumping them into Lake Hart well.
We're still searching for illegal
students now."
The stab-in-the-dark escort service has also been a success this
semester. So far, 531 female
students have been escorted into
dark alleys, secluded parking lots,
and overgrown areas. According to
Playmate, 405 of the 531 have disappeared. "We're really pleased
with the turnout for the stab-in-thedark escort service. It's almost 100
percent effective," Playmate said.
Mooniversity President Ball Axeley
was also pleased with the outcome
of the service because it helped ease
the shortage situation in housing. "I
think if the success continues at this
rate," Axeley said, "our housing
problems will come to an end very
soon.
"We have to credit Playmate with
all our success, though," Axeley
said. "They tell me he has been carrying most of the work load in
those disappearance cases."
No major changes in academic
regulations occurred, but according
to Playmate, "We have had a lot of
fun with the faculty. They really
know how to throw a hell of a party.
The only regret I have is getting
caught with Mrs. Axeley."
Playmate said this year has been
a blast. The budget is blown, and he
sure had a good time funding all the
Coke parties. "I can't tell you how
many people I've encountered
through this position. It's remarkable, but I think I have Chubbies."

ITPAYS fills dorms
Dorm rooms will be leased to
ITPAYS members for the fall
semester in an attempt to alleviate
the mooniversity's $3.5 million
budget shortfall. The plan could be
extended through the spring semester, if the basketball team proves
successful enough not to drive away
tenants.
One unexpected difficulty which
arose late in the planning stages was
where to put displaced students.
However, Housing Erector
Alleatme Beatme said that a lot of
thought had since gone into putting
students in their place.
For this reason, Buzzard staffers
will be housed in Hardcomeeasygo
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Dining Hall. "They smelt like thev
belonged there," Beatme said.
Furthermore, Honors students
will be housed in display cases on
Blowman Field, while English majors
are slated for the bathrooms.
We need quality graffiti, if our
bathrooms are to emerge as the
bathrooms of the quality institution
I know Clemmons to be, and I have
done my best to maintain it as,
though the budget cuts, which
aren't my fault, and therefore the
lack of dollars which we face
together as the Clemmons family,
even though I do earn more than
the governor of this state, but I
need those dollars to pay for

by Busty Bussell
bitching idiot
The professor for your 8 a.m.
English class may show up in different clothes than his regular purple shirt and hot pink tie.
Beginning after spring break, the
liberal arts program at the mooniversity will be severely cut by the
state Bullet and Guntrol Board, said
Mooniversity President Ball
Axeley.
"The College of Liberal Arts will
be the first to go because in today's
job market, the liberal arts program
is unable to produce quality graduates who can get quality jobs, so
they can give quality contributions
to ITPAYS," said Axeley.
Because by law, the mooniversity
cannot just get rid of its College of
Liberal Arts without losing accreditation, the professors will be kept
on the payroll. They will each teach
an 8 a.m. class before joining the
crew of the Conmen Construction
Co. to help hurry the building of
the new upper deck.
'They might as well do something useful, and ITPAYS has plenty
of money to pay them," Axeley
said.
Student reaction to the plan was
mixed. "Well, I hate to think of having to take all my liberal arts requirements at 8," said one student,
"but those courses are all easy
anyway, and the profesors will be
too tired to notice if I'm not there."
"It'll be great!" one coed said.
"Now all of them will have gorgeous bodies from all the exercise,
and I won't have to hold my breath
and close my eyes while earning my
A's."
Liberal arts professors could not
be reached for comment. It is
rumored that they were all busy
learning how to chew tobacco and
mother's operation," Mooniversity
President Fill Atchole said Tuesday
evening. .
In a surprise change, housing for
Clemmons. athletes has already
been moved to Hensley McTellumdifferent's shadow. "It's real nice
here," Fike Epilepsy said. "Sometimes if we play real good, Hensley
will make the sun go backwards, or
tell us what Death Valley will be
like, When R. C. Deadwords comes
back."
Based on the progressive pattern
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History professor Richie Jaundiced shows off his new duds
that he will be wearing to work.
cuss with style and class.
Axeley said that if the upper deck
construction gets behind, they may
have to draft liberal arts TAs, and
undergraduates as well, to get it

finished. "Let them do something
useful too; they'll at least have
learned a useable skill for when
they get out of the mooniversity,"
Axeley said.

of student apathy this year, administrators are expecting response
to the housing changes to be mild.
Creased Thumbedsome, former
stupid senate president, was in the
midst of a 90-minute cycle and
could not be reached for comment.

However, newly-elected Stupid
Body President Crazed Dollmaker
stated, "Do you like my new
glasses? They aren't as red as the
last pair, but I'm trying to move
away from the David Brinkley
look.'

GO TO THE MOVIES
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
All it takes is your TV, a VCR and prerecorded video tapes from the Stage Door
Movie Store. Take your pick from 250 titles,
including the latest hits and the greatest
classics. Join our Movie Club for big
discounts. We're giving away free movie
rentals each week, so come in and register
(no purchase necessary to win).
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CHANELO'S SAYS

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIESTORE

HAVE A NICE
SPRING BREAK

CO

u.

Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall
&

DRIVE SAFELY

654-6567

J

VCR RENTALS, TOO!
Store Hours: Open 10-6

10-8 Thursday & Friday
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Bitches
In a dog-eat-dog world,
dogs aren't worth eating

X KO*
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CAMPUS'
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After 25 long weeks of trying to stir things up, we have finally hit rock
bottom. Hours and hours of discussion behind closed doors got us nowhere.
We asked ourselves, "What would make students really mad? Probation?
No they've heard it all before. Budget cuts? Don't be mundane. Stupid Senate?
No'one would waste time getting mad over Stupid Senate.
Nothing was quite suitable to our purposes, so we came up with the pertect
solution-make something up.
c„„:„„
What if we told you, the mooniversity is planning to cancel bpnng
Break. Even as you pack, secret meetings are being held to reinstate classes
next week, with special emphasis being placed on hard exams. Now, wouldnt
that make you really angry?
,
What kind of mooniversity would let students get all ready or a nice long
break and then cancel it, especially since it would cost lots of dollars-dollars
this mooniversity doesn't have. We feel this is a totally stupid idea, and we are
a8ai

How about this one: What if the mooniversity went on academic probation
and no one could graduate for three years or get a scholarship for two years?
Who does the Atlantic Academic Conference think it is, and where does it get
off telling a quality institution it cheats? We feel that this mooniversity should
tell the AAC it no longer needs its services, and tell them right now. Well see
who comes crawling back to whom.
, .
, ,A,U m J„ tW
And speaking of crawling, what's with the guys around here? Where do they
get these dregs? Doesn't the admissions office have any visual requirements
whatsoever? How can you go downtown and have a nice time, when you cant
find a guy that doesn't make you gag.
.
We were given assurances when we applied here that there were Jots of
decent-looking guys just waiting to go out with us. Now where are they? They
certainly aren't in any of our classes. And they certainly dont work tor Ihe
"The only guys-and we use the term loosely-the only guys we've seen have
been total duds, and we're sick of it. How can this be a quality institution when
all the male undergraduates look sort of goofy crud? We find this situation
deplorable, and we feel our rights as co-eds are being blatantly ignored.
Something needs to be done.
Of course the guys have a rebuttal-As both a male dud and a member of
The Buzzard staff, 1 feel the need to say that this piece of goofy crud spends most
of its time sorting through the dogs in search of a female-looking person You
think the guys are bad? Start looking at the ladies. As far as women go (and
that's not far) this place is a wasteland.
. n ., inll
I agree something needs to be done, and fast. Mooniversity President Ball
Axeley is always talking about the quality education we get at this mooniversity.
Isn't it time we got quality females on campus as well?

Misquotes
"It's like using tampons after pads. Once you try it you'll never go
back."-The roommate of a friend of an editor telling why shell never punch
computer cards again.
"Is 'blowjob' one word or too?"-Rumor Bitch asking for a little help on her
spelling.
"There's nothing wrong with being ugly, but some girls carry it too
far."-Phallic Handon justifying his dislike for less-than-pretty women.
"Doesn't anybody have anything to suck on?"-Balla Douching-smell, assistant professor of spandex, looking for something to stop her coughing.

Eat shit and die

Despite all obstacles and insults, this
Buzzard staff has lived through the
publication of 25 issues of campus
Well, it's been a year now, and the nothingness, a freshman and fall sports
issue covering all of Clemson's redeeming
Buzzard staff has heard from the student
manys, a probation issue, students attempts
body on everything from probation to
at Valentine sentimentality, and then there
Playmate, from Z-plant to parking, and
from prophesy to presidential elections, just were the letters. Frankly, it's been a
to name a meager few. We've heard about challenge just to survive.
In pointing out the lack of staff
sympathy for all of you, I would like to
qualify just some of the reasons we don't
care. To list a few: Sunday night meetings
the immorality of snowball attackers and
the vital importance of spherical-shapped ice- when no one on a campus of 12,000 takes
interest; inventing news to make up for the
cream cones. And of course there were the
lack of real events; Tuesday night edit
most piss-ant letters of all, the lovely
boards with nothing to edit on; Tuesday
comments of appreciation we received in
night deadlines; Tuesday night copy runs at
great numbers concerning our own fine
2 a.m., 3 a.m., 4 a.m. etc; Wednesday
publication.
night deadlines (even later than Tuesday
Yes, we've heard about the lack of
nights); Wednesday night copy runs;
journalistic quality, the absence of in-depth
reporting, the biased viewpoints, and about Thursday paste-ups that encompass more
than the worst half of a day; and all the
our attitude teetering somewhere between
liberal and fascist radical. Occasionally, the other benefits that accompany the 30-houra-week (or more) job of being on the staff,
entire staff can boast a laugh about such
while trying to be a student, too. There's
letters, especially those from students
always the assurance of no credit, no pay,
whose idea of liberal is punking out with a
and no recognition to accompany the lack
skinny tie over their oxford shirts.
of student appreciation and make the job so
None-the-less, at the conclusion of this
Buzzard staffer's sentence, it gives me great worthwhile.
Without any more bullshit that has been
pleasure to speak for all of us when I say
so easily learned from the content of your
eat shit and die!
many fascinating letters, I will close by
It is true that your hypocritical,
simply saying, "Screw you, you mindless
dictatorial, and contradictory letters have
filled space throughout the year, in addition bastards!"
to providing an occasional laugh, but in
(Can I say that?)
effect, we don't give a damn.
by Air Sleeze
ass. bitching editor

No Point

Corrections
In last year's Buzzard it was incorrectly
reported on page 9 that Ball Axeley and his
son combined on a duet of "She was only
Fourteen" on the album "Shaft." Actually
she lied - her birthday wasn't for another
three weeks.

The Buzzard also reported that the Sperm
Thermind Institute is conducting a study on
whether or not black males are larger than
white males. Actually this study has
already been completed, and the blacks
won by a head.'
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Bitches
Buzzard totally ignores all important campus events
I would like to tell you that I read your
last issue, and you suck, hopefully better
than you write. You have totally ignored
the important things happening at this
mooniversity, like the prohibition laws
enacted by area churches, the. probation
scandal, and the fact that teachers are
quitting their jobs here to work for the
Conmen Construction Co. building the new
upper deck. They'd rather work for a
winner-the athletic department - than a
broke mooniversity, and you scum are
ignoring all of this!

Letters
You had one article on probation, then
ignored the subject totally (I'm not counting
the other six stories you did because I didn't
read them). You did only one story on the
budget cuts, and you didn't interview the
teachers who quit their jobs (never mind
that their tongues were cut out, so they
couldn't reveal the extent of the situation).
You didn't go to Timbuktu to find out
about the probation court case, but I know
that is because you were too busy partying,
thinking- up disgusting things to write in
The Buzzard, and generally doing all those
things normal mooniversity students do.
I think that The Buzzard has done a
terrible job of keeping the students
informed about important campus events,
and I think that students would care more
about this mooniversity and be willing to
pay more tuition, if The Buzzard would do
like a good student newspaper and be a PR
rag.
Richie Jaundiced

Bullshit
The word 'shit' is a disgusting word, and
I am ashamed to see it printed numerous
times in previous Buzzards, and I'm sure in
this Buzzard, too.
Come on, now: You don't have to say
shit'. There are several words which serve

as polite and less messy substitutes. Some
made our knees weak and our icicles stand
of these words are: manure, chips, poop,
at attention. And sure, you were awfully
crap, do-do, meadow muffin, pellets,
nice not to seek compensatory damages,
fertilizer, poo-poo, number two, droppings,
but you hardly turned the other cheek. If
shoo-shoo, uh-oh, and bad job.
you had, you'd have found yourself bufued
Any of these words would do, but no.
by a slushball.
You have to come right out and say plain
And you say you've been here long
'ole 'shit'. And that really pisses me off, you enough to know it might seem cool to
group of degenerates. It almost makes me
overpower those who can't fight back, fun
want to shit in my britches, but I won't.
to get a piece of revenge. It is cool, and all
I will, however, offer some helpful
I think about is getting a piece.
modifications if you, The Buzzard staff,
Finally, if I were in your shoes, I'd not
must continue to use the word 'shit'.
waste my time writing silly-ass letters. Get
Your most often used form of shit is
some help, girl. And just remember, there
bullshit, but try to add a little spice by
are no slushballs in hell.
using some other animal prefixes. A few
Lefty Snow
good ones are: batshit, ratshit, horseshit,
cowshit, catshit, snakeshit, owlshit,
dogshit, fishshit, bugshit, sharkshit,
chickenshit, and birdshit.
Another way to avoid your disgusting
1 am writing to add to the worthless opiuse of the word 'shit' is to add some
nions that have already been expressed concolorful phrases using 'shit'. Some good
cerning whether it's anyone's business, if the
phrases are: he don't know shit from
females at Clemson choose to pose for
shinola; shit-eating-grin; shit-faced;
Plaything magazine. I firmly believe that
shithook; the shit's going to hit the fan; he's
the choice belongs to the women of the
ACC. I only hope that this letter will
up shit creek without a paddle; scared
educate them about some of the possible
shitless; and I don't know whether to shit
consequences.
or wind my watch.
So, come on Buzzard — it's time to
First off, are you aware of the places
you'll find these magazines? Barberstarting printing some decent shit for a
change. But I have a feeling this year's
shops — Do you really want some graying
Buzzard will still contain the same old shit. . old coot's hair clippings falling on your
Shit F. Brains body? On restroom floors — Have you ever
seen some of the sticky stuff down there?
Editor's note: We will use the word
And you can hardly peel the pages up off
the tile.
SHIT' however and whenever we please. In
other words, EAT SHIT.
Second, there's all the follow-up in the
weeks to come: Dear Playthings — The section where they ask all the former things
that same question. Yours would probably
I must object to Trixje Ryan's claim to -be run something like "If you were caught beunsuspecting, unmarred (or was it
tween a rock and a hard place, which one
unarmed?) and unconsenting in her "I was
would you straddle?" More follow-up: The
raped by a slushball" letter of Jan. 37. And
letters to the editor trying to get them to
from her description of the slushballs, her
run the picture again, smaller, accompanyassailants were hardly the boys she said
ing their letter. And what will they do? Cut
they were.
it out and carry it around in their wallet for
Come off it, bitch. We could tell you
their next singles match when its' inconvewanted it. Those provocative winter duds
nient for them to carry that month's whole

Consequences

Unsuspecting?

**■*>* .rA/,.

issue with them.
Not finished —The section with the turnons and turn-offs will be one you'll regret
some day. Every date you go on from the
date of publication forward, you will listen
to three hours of none-other-than your
favorite recording artists ELO. And every
guy that goes out with you, eager to please,
will want to slurp Coke from your navel
with a straw. And no guy with sagging
breasts, regardless of how good his
personality, will ever attempt to ask you.
out.
I ask you, is the sum you'll be paid and
the national recognition worth all of this?
Cy Flis

Letters policy
The Buzzard welcomes letters from its
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
written legibly in blood. Letters which are
in chicken scratch cannot be accepted since
this is a privilege we reserve for Buzzard
writers.
Letters should be no longer than five
words in length, signature included. Thursday, three years prior to publication, is the
deadline for all letters.
The author of each letter must sign it and
include his address and phone number so
that the people you make reference to can
harass you night and day.
Also, letters must be sent to The Buzzard
in triplicate so that we will have lots of
copies to pass around and laugh at.
The editors of The Buzzard reserve the
right to edit letters for content and meaning. Also, letters which are in poor taste or
libelous will be printed in their entirety.
Authors of such letters will be invited to
join The Buzzard staff.
All letters are property of The Buzzard
and are used to start dorm room fires
around campus.
Please translate letters into Greek and
send them to Dean Smitty, Asoso Dean of
Student Boredom.

Video mania
strikes university
by Barely Can Shovememore
creatures idiot
Video games are the most
popular pastime activity on campus, according to a recent Buzzard
poll. Video games won 77 percent
of the votes. Sex was next with 21
percent of the votes, and other
miscellaneous activities accounted
for 2 percent.
The most popular video game is
"Ballgame." In this game, Mooniversity President Ball Axeley is
chased by the Horde of Lustees, as
he tries to avoid supporters and
gobble up McTellumdifferents. So
far no one has been able to win this
game, because the Lustees keep
catching Axeley. But the challenge
of getting rid of McTellumdifferents
keeps players flocking to the arcades.
Next in popularity is "Mostankhamen." The object of this game is
to get your degree in four frames
with only 12 withdrawals. The
minimum number of hours allowed
per semester is 15, and the.

minimum gpr is 3.4. So far, no one
has received his degree.
Another video game popular in
Clemmons is 'Top Buzzard." Ill
Loster and his Buzzards climb the
ladder to a championship season.
While climbing the ladder, the Buzzards avoid Dirty Feet and Killveliers. At the end of each frame,
Loster and his so-called team must
make it past the mighty giant Samson. The highest score ever achieved
is 69.
"Grassroots" is the game everyone ignores. Yet, the manufacturer
claims the game is profitable. I
didn't bother playing it, so let's skip
the description.
"Burnout" is very popular at
exam time. In each frame the player
tries to study, them pass an exam
with a score of 75 or better. The
player can have only two hours of
sleep and one pencil. If he fails, the
player is given two choices — taking
the course again or hanging from
the bell tower of Hangman Hall.
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Mooniversity power falls into hands of Starknaked
he definitely will land on his, unless of course someone helps
him, in which case, due to evidence found in the deconstruction plan, the president has been taking away from the quality
of Clemmons Mooniversity, or rather not exactly the quality,
depending on what you define as quality, such as cheating,
which can be included in quality, if it is approached in the right
way, but anyway, the presidency of Clemmons Mooniversity
will be placed in the hands of the distinguished Depraved
Starknaked, the student who strives for other students, ror experience, and for leadership."
When asked what he plans to do with his present position
as next year's stupid body president, Starknaked said, "Conceit
Wantsome can have it. I really didn't feel like hearing him cry
all year anyway. This way, if he does something I don't like,
111 simply kill it."
Starknaked's first duties will include improving the
Mildew Cooler library facilities, moving the First Funday Party
downtown, and, if he gets around to it, working to improve
the athletic department.
'The way I see it, the library has too many books; it's impossible to find anything in that place," he said. "What I'm going to propose is that we put anything outside of the juvenile
books on the fourth floor of the Clemmons House. That way
the honors students can study more in the rooms instead of
taking up sleeping space in the library."
•
In addition, the social sciences section of the library will
be converted to sorority and fraternity housing, he said. This

Depraved Starknaked
by Rumor Bitch
staph biter
Immediate release: Depraved Starknaked has resigned
from the office of stupid body president after just two short
days The reason: a better job offer. "I couldn't see myself remain as stupid body president when I could hold the entire
school in my hands," he said.
According to a report from Sick Hall, "President Axeley
has just been kicked out on his, well not actually kicked, but

way they, too, will be close to books of their interest.
All the money not used to buy new books will be used to
build another office in Sick Hall directly adjacent to the president's. The office will be used for the stupid body president,
Conceit Wantsome. T want him to be near me, so we can
become good friends," Starknaked said. "So long as he
remembers who the boss is."
Starknaked is expecting to increase the amount of funds
flowing into the mooniversity using techniques he learned between his high school and college years. "Out on the streets of
Greer you learn to make the bucks quick, no matter what it
takes," he said: "Students need to forget their morals and get
some'money for this school before we go down."
Since Playerboy magazine will be coming to Clemmons
campus soon, the girls should have an advantage over the guys
because they'll have the opportunity to take lessons, Starknaked
said. 'We should all take advantage of this great opportunity
to better understand our bodies and allow others to do the
same. Quality will return to this mooniversity as soon as we
can afford it."
■■
. ,.
,
Conceit Wantsome plans to be the first man m line when
Playergirl comes to campus, because he wants all the lessons he
can get, according to Starknaked. "He definitely has potential:
I am certain he and I alone can bring thousands of dollars into
the mooniversity," Starknaked said. "I just hope the magazine
doesn't come at night because we will definitely lost money if
Conceit is in mid-sleep cycle.

How to procrastinate tastefully

Tuesday is the
Special Day at:
|y

Located Inside
College Place Mall
College Ave.
654-5501

J

FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
ASA
SCIENTIFICENGINEERING OFFICER

Our scientific-engineering officers are planning and designing tomorrow's weapon
systems today. Many are seeing their ideas
and concepts materialize. They have the finest,
state-of-the-art equipment to test their
theories. The working environment is conducive to research. And Air Force experience
is second to none. You can be part of this
dynamic team if you have a scientific or engineering degree. Your first step will be Officer
Training School. Help us shape our future as
we help you start yours. Be a scientificengineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at
BEN HAYDEN • 600

COLUMBIA AVE.
LEXINGTON, S.C. 29072 » (803) 359-0665

Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with a hint of
mTt^t's a delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it^tonepf^
six inspired flavors ■
from General Foods
International Coffees. GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Of*
GENERAL FOODS

\

© 1982 General Foods Corporation

immzi^
A great way of life
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Stupid Senate religious service held to decide issues
by Air Sleeze
ass. bitching editor
The Stupid Senate met at its
usual time and place Monday, and
as usual it opened with a 20-minute
devotional of the Protestant persuasion, 20 minutes of the Catholic
persuasion, and also of the Jewish
faith. An additional 15 minutes was
reserved for what the chaplin called,
"various other damned religions." A
five-minute span was also reserved
for the atheist denomination, but all
members refused comment.
The devotional was followed by
a motion to eliminate the devotional because of what one senator
said was, "the need to live a life outside of the senate religious realm."
His motion was denied and was
followed by a majority vote to
sentence the senator to spending
weekends at nearby Bee Jay University until the senate decided he'd
repented.
In other senate business, Senator

No parking
by Bitsy Jane Russell
bitching editor
111 Pacemaker of the Traffic and
Parking Committee announced last
Monday that the traffic situation
at the mooniversity is "getting out
of hand."
"Students just don't seem to obey
the law," he said. In order to correct
the problem, the Traffic and Parking Committee has recommended a
return to the Code of Hammurabi
to punish offenders.
"An eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth is our motto now," said
Pacemaker.
Instead of a graduated-fine
system, there will be across-theboard punishment. Those who
overpark in timed spaces will lose a
finger for every 30 minutes, and the
entire left hand after the sixth offense. This is to punish repeat offenders more than just the occasional offenders, Pacemaker said.
For parking in restricted spaces,
the punishment will be more severe,
Pacemaker said. A student will first
lose his left foot, then his leg to the
knee. If this isn't enough, he will
lose his whole leg, Pacemaker said.
Those who refuse to report to
Deadfern Health Center (where the
amputations will take place) for
punishment within 10 days will also
lose whatever body part they deem
most important, said Pacemaker.
"If this doesn't get results, well just
have to start killing students and
selling their cars," he said.
The new parking plan has to be
approved by the President's Harem,
but that should be no problem, said
Pacemaker.
Stupid Body President Chubby
Playmate said, "I don't think a
system this harsh is necessary. I'll
fight it as hard as I can, because I'm
a chronic over-parker myself, and I
would sure hate to lose a hand or a
foot."
,
Playmate's proposed parking
plan calls for the removal of fingernails for overparking and the plucking of one eyebrow for parking in a
restricted space. "We do recommend, however, the removal of a
finger in the case of parking in a
handicapped space," he said. "If
you're going to park in a handicapped
space, you might as well be handicapped yourself."

Depraived Starknaked, chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, recommended a bill to increase the present
class systemjo 90-minute classes to
accommodate Senate President
Conceit Wantsome's 90-minute
sleeping cycles. Wantsome expressed
his appreciation and stressed the
importance of the 90-minute cycle
as a step to success. The bill was
passed unanimously and plans to initiate the system are underway.
Previous Stupid Body President
Chubby Playmate presented his
farewell address to the senate. On
his leaving, Playmate said, "I must
pass on to you my secret for super
charging with enthusiasm. It was
simply massive doses of PCP." He
thanked Deadfern Health Center
for the understanding they gave

him. "Now that I'm leaving, it's a
pleasure to relieve all of you of your
harmless image of me," Playmate
said.
In closing, he said he was returning to his sanctuary under his stupid
government office desk to spend his
last hours in office where he accomplished the most.
The senate passed a resolution to
retire the jersey of bustedball
player Head Fillum in honor of the
bustedball team's excellent season.
A debate over which of the talented
players to choose for the honor was
voiced, but the senate decided on
Fillum's jersey, thereby saving thev
university cleaning costs.
According to a report given by
the Booze and Filth Committee,
students have been expressing

another interest in the provision of
milk vending machines. The committee's chairman reported that the
possibility is being worked on, and
past Stupid Body President Juan
Pettissues has been called in to help
with the difficult technicalities.
The General Affairs Committee
announced that it is working
together with the Carousing Committee on a bill to provide a stab in
the dark escort service for interested
students. If passed, female students
will have the opportunity to be
escorted past the dark areas of campus and seedy sections of town and
will be guaranteed not to have a
safe trip home at any hour of the
night.
Former Stupid Body Vice President 111 Lichen announced that the

Clemson Alliance for Neo-naziism
has requested emergency funding
and that the senate will vote on the
amount next week. According to
Lichen, "The Neo-nazi club is a terrific bunch of guys, and the money
they need will go to a good cause."
In a personal interview, Lichen
said they would use the money to
sponsor a combined burning of the
Barnicle (the libertary magazine of
sorts) and an Oscar Meyerstein
weiner roast.
The senate closed with a followup devotion on the merits of all men
being created equal.
Next week's meeting will be held
on the shores of Lake Hartwell for
the baptism of the newly elected officers. Total immersion will be optional.

The Most Sophisticated Training Ground
For Nuclear Engineering
Isn't On The Ground.
get them fast. Because
It's on a Navy ship.
in the Navy, as your
The Navy has
knowledge grows, so do
more than 1,900
your responsibilities.
reactor-years of nuclear
Today's Nuclear
power experience—
Navy is one of the most
more than anyone else
challenging
and rewardin America. The Navy
ing
career
choices
a
has the most sophistiman can make. And
cated nuclear equipthat choice can pay off
ment in the world. And
while
you're
still
in
school. Qualified
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear
juniors and seniors earn approximately
reactors in America.
With a nuclear program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
know the Navy also offers the most comprehensive and sophisticated nuclear training. years with regular promotions and pay
increases, you can be earning as much as
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
$40,500.
That's on top of a full benefits packcompletes a full year of graduate level
technical training. Outside the Navy, this age that includes medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. So,
if you're majoring in
operation of the most
math, engineering or
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W 209
advanced nuclear
INFORMATION CENTER
the physical sciences,
propulsion plants
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
send in the coupon.
ever developed. You
□ Please send me more information about
becoming an officer in the Nuclear Navy.
(0NI
Find out more about
get a level of technical
Name.
the most sophistiand management
(Please Print I
cated
training ground
Address.
Apt. n.
experience unequalled
.Zip-StateCity
for nuclear engineeranywhere else.
_ tCollege/UniversityABC
ing. Today's Nuclear
You get important
»GPA.
tYear in CollegeNavy.
responsibilities and you
AMajor/'Minor
Phone-

Best Time to Call
(Area Code!
This is for (general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish am of the information requested. Of course, the more wt>
know, the more we ran help to determine the kinds of Navv positions for which you qualify.
MAO 9/82

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast
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DENOUNCEMENTS
Queeramos announces its second never-annual
pot furnace light-up at 8 a.m., March 35, in the
Queeramos room of Olfactory Hall. Anyone who
wants to get lit is invited.

The Society for Created Anachronism will have
a mock crucifiction to commemorate the creation
of decent siciety. The first first meeting of the new
leadership will be at 6 a.m. on the 6th of June.
CLASSLESSNESSES

The awards banquet for Alcoholics Anonymous
will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Clemmons House.
BYOB.

Professional blowjob available at cut rates. Call
Lauren at 6969.

Professional English tootering is available. Call
the Brytish Flatulance Society at 3278.

Lost: Two days from the spring semester. No
sentimental value. No reward.

The Cowsling Center course on "How to Stop
Procrastination" has been postponed indefinitely.
All those interested should call the Cowsling
Center at a further date for information concerning all future courses.

Would the driver of the car that hit me on
Highway 93 last Friday around midnight please
call STUB. My wooden leg is still attached to the
grill on your car.

The Sex Club meeting will be held next Tuesday
in Hardon Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m. Come undressed and bring the Wesson Oil.
Bull Shit Unlimited will hold a meeting at 8 p.m.
in Letwatsky Hall to discuss whatever crap they
can come up with. Anyone with diarrhea of the
mouth is invited.
The Clemmons Chapter of the Neo-Hitler
Youths will give lessons on ticketing techniques,
with Betweena Baldone instructing, Monday,
March 14, at 7 p.m., in the SAE flag room. Appropriate dress and party loyalty required.
Why not suffer with those you love? The first
meeting of the S&M Club will be held in the
wrestling room of Spike Feel House. Bring a
friend.
Are your problems getting too tough for you to
handle? Come on up to the Cowsling Center in the bell
tower of Killman Hall. Call HANG for directions.
The Clemmons Chapter of the Block P Club will
begin having its regular meetings next Tuesday.
Meetings will be held every 28 days, and are open
to all those who know how to feel pain.

Wanted: newborn white baby wants to adopt
rich young couple. Call 2150 to apply.
Lost: my roommate somewhere in the vicinity of
Maulling Hall. Please return in one piece. That
was my shirt she had on.
Lost: my boyfriend in the vicinjty of-the sunbathers on Bowman Field.
Wanted: my pot plant in the policeman's window sill. Unidentified drug addict.
Found: one nymphomaniac. Someone please
take her off my hands; I can't stand it anymore.
PRIVATES
Bobsy; thanx for the weekend. Don't forget the
$75. A.
Roomie: next time you bring a girl home, open
the window; the plants died.
Conceit Wantsome: Saw you out last night at
12:34. Does that mean a bitchy mood all day?
From some followers.

STUDENT
TRAFFIC
REVIEW
BOARD
INTERVIEWS

New disease spreads
*

by
by Aifonso
Alfonso Tucker
Tucker
_.-<■£ L:..
staff
biter

Dr. Hairy Hardon in the psychiatric ward
of Deadfern Health Center has just released
his findings on a strange new phenomenon
occurring on the Clemmons campus.
He has observed a widespread behavior
pattern that is related to schitzophrenia. "According to my study, around 30 percent of
the student body seems to be affected by this
phenomenon," said Hardon.
Schitzophrenia is characterized by one individual assuming two or more very diverse
and unique personalities, he said. In the
disorder Hardon has been studying, however, large numbers of seemingly normal individuals band together in groups and all
assume the same generic, madras-plaid
personality.
Hardon referred to this phenomenon as
reverse schitzophrenia. The extent to which
this disease affects people varies, he said, but
a person in the advanced stages shows very
observable symptoms.
The affected individual lives with a large

group of
oi people
people who
who share
share his
h disease, and
group
refcrc to
in them as brothers,
brothers. regardless of
refers
blood tie, or lack thereof. These groups have
m.;,.^ thP Creek alphabet to replace their
lost identities.
The females affected by this disease almost
uniformly replace normal clothing with
multi-colored gunny sacks decorated with, of
course, Greek letters in almost every imaginable place.
Hardon has been researching cures for
reverse schitzophrenia, and he feels he is
making progress through a unique treatment.
Shock treatments are held in Alfie's
Playpen, where patients are stripped of their
add-a-beads, penny loafers, and green and
pink clothes. They are then deprogrammed
by being forced to listen to every acid-rock
group formed since 1960. Pink Floyd is
especially recommended for this purpose.
Patients are tested before release to see if
they can produce an individual thought.
Hardon strongly recommends that anyone
who knows someone with this disease please
contact Deadfern. He said, "A mind is a terrible thing to waste."

Entertainment craze discovered
There is a new entertainment craze sweeping the Clemmons campus. It adds spice and
life to parties; keeps guests moving; and
prevents those unwanted, stagnant groups
that are the bane of hostesses from forming.
I discovered this new craze at a party in
KalKan Courts last Friday night. I expected
your normal, everyday, boring party: a little
conversation, some good music, maybe even
a little dancing. But no! One of the hosts of
the party had the ingenious idea of bringing a
"party machine," by the name of Darren
Mororu
The party machine livened up the party

considerably. He started off by tearing up the
supports for the newly-planted trees intended
to beautify KalKan Courts. He also threw
up, picked fights with the male guests, and
even hit a girl. The police were called, most
of the guests left, and the party machine passed
out and never even remembered any of it.
Boy, what fun. The host of the party picked
the perfect "way to entertain his guests. The
party machine chose a perfect victim; she
refused to press charges.
If you want to provide your party with this
type of entertainment, just invite any moron
with no manners, morals, or social graces.

WEDfcUVER
TO CLEMS0N

FOR '83-'84
SCHOOL YEAR
MARCH 28-31
2:30-4:30 P.M.

SIGN UP NOW IN THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICE

WE GO
We now deliver your favorite pizza,
including our great Pizza Hut" Pan Pizza., right to your door

Just call 654-TO GO.
Clemson campus area only. 4 p.m. till closing.
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One of Henslay's favorite pastimes is using and abusing the power his position brings with it.

Administration to reveal all
by Phallic Handon
staph biter
President Ball Axeley, Vice President for
Stupid Affairs Faulty Fox, and athletic supporter D. C. Inadequate all announced their
intentions to pose for Playergirl when the
magazine's photographers come to Clemmons to do a feature on the Churls of the
ACC.
"I intend to be in the front of the line,"
Axeley said. "I want to make sure that my
Bodily Reorganization Plan — Phase II can be
seen by everyone so that it, and many others
similar to it, can be seen by the executive officers and other concerned individuals, as a
plan to aspire to in hopes that we can clean
up our acts across the country."
Axeley, who appointed a bodily functions

FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
SUNDAYS 11 A.M.
& 7:30 P.M.

coordinator sometime around July, will pose
for a full frontal picture, he said, or he won't
pose at all.
'They're just going to have to get all of
me," he said, "or none of me."
Fox said that he hopes to use the money he
earns from posing to pay for some underprivileged students' dentist and phone bills,
"I think this is the type of image Clemmons
needs to have," Fox said. "I want the people
of Clemmons to see us as a benevolent force
in the community."
Inadequate said he hopes the exposure he
gets in the feature will benefit his daughter,
Yankee, in her hopes for a modeling career,
"I don't feel very comfortable showing off
my All-America body," Inadequate said, "but
whatever Yankee wants, she gets."
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Presents

AM. FEDERAL
COMM. ROOM
(NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE,
CLEMSON)
REV. DAVID STklCKLAND
882-0963

ACROSS FROM MR. KNICKERBOCKER

September 8^1 - 11th
$389.00 per person
4 Days/3 Nights

SUNDAY
ONLY!

Round trip charter direct to Boston
Leaves 5:00 pm Thursday, September 8th and returns 5:00 pm Sunday, September 11th.

POACHED EGGS
& BAGELS
FLORENTINE
BUY ONE,
GET ONE
HALF PRICE

Hotel Hyatt Regency - Cambridge, Mass. - Overlooking Boston

March 13, 1983

NEW

NACHO PLATE
„,,.,,,,., „$l-75,. ...............
I EVERY THURSDAY I
:BUY ONE, GET ONE;

11-3 Sat. & Sun.

Transfers to and from airport and the game • Cocktail Party
Special Note: We must have deposits by April 1, 1983 for this charter to operate.
Please let us know at once!
Optional Tours: Salem - Boston - Lexington - Concord - Cape Cod - Many More!
Limited number of tickets for the game - not included in package price.
Stadium can only accommodate 30,000.
Mail to: Forest Lake Travel, Inc. • P.O. Box 6527 • Columbia, S.C. 29260
Or call: 803-748-2891 • 1-800-845-8835, ext. 2891 (toll free)

i.
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DO YOU KNOW ME ?
ZMSlPJ.y. CAR®
CLEMMONS MOONIVERSITY
CLEMMONS, SOUTH MONGOLIA
69690

Coupon

COSMOPOLITAN CURL

J

For a longer-lasting curl
s
s

39.95'

reg. 55.00

' slightly more for cut
COUPON EXPIRES MARCH 23, 1983

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
Call for appointment

654-1902
Roger* Plaza

123Bypas>

Clcmson, S.C.

MOST PEOPLE DON'T

Whitewater Season
Is Here!

That's why I carry the I.P.A.Y. Card. Now, blue chip players
all over the nation know they are accepting money from an alumnus of a quality institution. And when I buy a car, or a wardrobe,
or even pay for a hotel room for a player who deserves that little extra, people know I'm backed by one of the largest boosting
organizations in the United States.
People may not know my face, but with my I.P.A.Y. Card,
they'll still know how much I'm worth.

All Boats & Accessories
10 - 20 % Off
(thru March 25)

RENT A TENT
FOR SPRING BREAK

THE /.PAY. CARD, DON7 PAY OFF WITHOUT IT

APPALACHIAN TRAIL
OUTFITTERS

E.M.M.F./WARP INC.

HWY. 93 • 654-1737

GET INTO THE THICK OF IT

"STUDENT NOTICE"
FREE DELIVERY
NOW AT
MAZZIO'S PIZZA
654-9243

■MILE RADIUS)

($5.00 MINIMUM)

SUN.-THURS. 5-10 P.M.
FRI.-SAT. 5-12 P.M.
1
i

$2.00 OFF
■ ANY LARGE PIZZA
jj)

(not good with any
other promotions)

H.00 OFF
ANY MED. PIZZA
(not good with any
other promotions)

i

1
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Oblivious Z-Plant workers play with new equipment
by Pooky Me
stapli biter
Have you been wondering what
our illustrious Z-Plant workers
have been up to lately? Yes, you've
got it —they just got in new pole
and cable equipment. They're so excited they have found it hard to
contain themselves and have been
spotted feverishly using, misusing
and abusing said equipment.
One student witnessed practically
a full week of activity without being
noticed by the frenzied Z-Plant
workers. The first activity began
with digging small holes, beside
which Z-Plant workers immediately
dug a second set of small holes
because "the first holes weren't quite
big enough."

Further activity included placing
poles in the larger small holes and
later removing them to parts
unknown, placing new poles in the
larger small holes, concreting them
in the ground, and placing cables
with chrome connectors on the
poles.
The next day's excitement included
the participation of a foreman, a
welder, and a welder's assistant, affectionately referred to as "our little
hit team" by fellow Z-Plant
workers. At this point all activities
turned to team participation only,
each team consisting of three
workers or more.
The welding "hit team" spotwelded all the chrome connectors,
but were displeased with their
finishing time and so called in the

"clip team" to cut off all connectors.
The clip team replaced all chrome
connectors with colored connectors
in an effort to heighten the motivation of the hit team. The hit team
immediately set to work again on
this project with more fervor than
ever, only to have their deams
dashed by Mr. Z himself.
"We got the wrong damn concrete on them and poles over
yonder. Gotta come up," said Mr. Z
in his early morning pep talk to
workers. The talk ended with "Hey!
be careful out there and don't screw
up the fork lift!" The aforementioned
fork lift was used by the "lift team"
to remove all end poles in the
wrong concrete from the larger
small holes. Do you know how
hard it is to get three Z-Plant

workers on one fork lift? Especially
when all three of them have to be
turned the same way whenever a
co-ed passes by?
But the job was completed and
the fork lift returned unharmed, except for the skid marks made when
all three workers attempted to
disembark at precisely 12:00. All
end poles have now been reconcreted, re-connected with colored connectors, and re-welded in
an effort to discourage souvenir collectors.
Now that the Z-Plant has safely
secured Clemmons' pole, hole,
cable, connector, and concrete interests, there is no limit to their
abilities. But since they finished all
experiments with their new pole
and cable-setting equipment and

since the poles, holes, cables, connectors, and concrete resulting from
these experiments serve no purpose
other than proving a nuisance to
cars, trucks, taxiing planes, and old
ladies on their way to Johnstoned,
they will probably be promptly,
well maybe slowly, removed.
Our Z-Plant is always on the go
and they have another project coming up. It has been leaked by
unreliable sources that the next
project will involve painting
numbers on the ledges of the west
side of Johnstoned D and E sections
so that Clemmons Athletic Dept.
can charge students for those seats
since they have already reserved all
stadium seats for ITPAYS
members.

$43 million
spent on
frivolous
addition
by Phallic Handon
staph biter

Ili

Henslay McTellumdifferent,
Clemmons Mooniversity cultural
director, announced plans today to
begin construction on a new addition to the Clemmons amphitheater.
"I feel like Clemmons deserves
more than just the usual cultural
center," McTellumdifferent said.
'Clemmons is a high institute of
performing arts, and since "we can't
spend as much money on our recruiting of performers, I decided to
spend it on an addition to the amphitheater."
The new addition, which will seat
15,000 friends of the Clemmons
Performing Arts, will cost $43
million.
"I think that additions like this
could be used as a basis for
economic recovery," Mooniversity
President Ball Axeley said. "When
other educational institutions across
the nation see our additions, they'll
want one too. They'll give out contracts to good ole' boys' contracting
firms, and them good ole' boys will
spend their profits on beer, just like
they always have. The additional
profits generated from increased
beer sales will lower beer prices,
and will enable Ronald Raygun to
loosen up his brain and come up
with a better recovery plan for the
economy, which could use a better
plan."
The money for the addition will
come from funds deferred from the
proposed chemistry building, which
will be constructed when the tax
revenues from an economic
recovery are available.
"We feel like the friends of Clemmons Performing Arts deserve an
addition to their amphitheater more
'han the students deserve a new
chemistry building," Axeley said.
When the students prove that they
are worthy of an education, then I'll
think about it."
"Until then,", he said, ' r'ou're on
your own, suckers."
The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada. Imported by Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck, N.Y-© 1983.
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Interment
No-Go's new release is definitely no vacation
by Shaven Whaler
enternment editor
When the No-Go's released their album
"Surcharge and the Fee" last summer, there
was no way of telling that a group of guys
from Clemmons were going to have a
number-one album by the winter of '82. They
were a novel group, two student athletes, a
football coach, and two administrators.

Going Down
on Vinyl

The No-Go's latest album proves that even being guilty can be fun if you're
with the right people.

With one golden album under its belt, the
group seemed unable to falter. In fact, most
loyal followers turned a deaf ear to rumors
the group had accepted illegal material for its
album. Still, when two would-be members of
the group started crying foul, the record industry stood up and took notice.
It seems the two had wanted to join the
group, but backed out before signing contracts. What followed was allegations of inducements to join, such as roadies, free
transportation, and lucrative modeling
careers. The executives at I.R.T. (I Resent
That) records looked into the group, and
after a year-long investigation, placed the
group on probation.
The terms of probation were the group
could produce albums, but those that sold
over 5,000,000 copies could not be certified
Gold, and those selling over one million
would not be certified Platinum. In addition,
the group can't appear on the Grammy's for
three years, with this year counting as one of
those years.
But it seems the group has used its bad luck
to its advantage, releasing an album of woe,
titled appropriately, "Probation."
The title-cut starts the album, and is a link

Gang squeals over porking film
acting ability to make anything stand up and take
Ouer the past year The Gang has been reviewing
notice. What a waste. I could have bought a cheap skin
different venues of the entertainment world. It has reviewed restaurants, albums, movies, and concerts. This magazine and had more fun in the bathroom.
week, Shaven Whaler and three of his separate schizoThe Militant Feminist shoves back
phrenic personalities set out to review "Memphis
That's all you men are interested in-physical atCathouse Blues," a porn flick of what all agreed to be of
tributes and the ability to perform. Did you ever stop to
little merit.
■
think about the intelligence of a girl? Did you ever think
about why a girl is in that situation? Ill tell you why.
Oppression.
Women have always been oppressed, and until they
However, several of the personalities clashed so realize the male-superior position is not the only one in
violently, Shaven was forced to commit himself (them- life, they'll never get out from under the men.
But what gets my goose is the fact that the men in
selves) to a hospital for psychiatric care, and general
the movie were not good looking. Sure, they wanted to
physical healing.
Accompanying Shaven was The Preacher (who left go to bed with the best-looking girl the madam had,
immediately following the show to fast and pray for his even if they looked like something that could knock a
immortal soul at the Hefner farm for degenerate buzzard off a shit wagon. Grow up, producers. If you're
evangelicals); The Militant Feminist (who requested a going to make us oppressed, oppress us with something
separate cell from Shaven) and Annabell the Anorexic worth sucking up to.
(who permanently occupies the bathroom).
The Preacher comes back
Several other personalities accompanied, but since
You Jezebel. Women were put on this Earth to prothey tried to sneak in the drive-in by hiding in the trunk,
vide
for men. And if women don't keep their mouths
and got locked in, they never saw the flick.
shut,
they deserve to have something stuffed in them.
Shaven will start the foreplay.
The movie was not about oppression, it was about
sex. Filthy, degrading, animalistic sex. This was the kind
Shaven makes his entry
From the very beginning, this movie had little going of sex that made Sodom wicked, and made Gomorrah
for it. One look at the madam of the local brothel and immoral. We are talking about devil sex.
Sex was made to be a union of married souls, not a
you knew why it was unsafe to be a cow in that part of
coupling
of lusting individuals. Why didn't the movie
the woods. But lack of looks, and size, did not deter
some of the local townsmen from taking part in certain show sex as it was supposed to be? Ill tell you why.
Because it wouldn't sell.
libations.
The plot of the movie revolved around the local
Annabelle the Anorexic throws hers out
preacher trying to close down the town's cathouse. The
My
major concern was all those excess calories the
town sheriff was up to his waist though in certain affairs
of the house, so he was no help. And the person who girls were taking in. I know it's only a teaspoon or so,
finally helps is some young chick who thinks the flop- but it is still packed full of calories. I found myself sticking my finger down my throat every time a guy dropped
house is a boarding house.
But back to the attributes of the actors. Why did his pants.
If I hadn't spent so much time in the bathroom, I
they pick these girls? Only one could act, and she looked
like a fag hag. The others had neither the size nor the think I would have gained 10 pounds just watching.

Gang Bang

'»

to the old album. Catchy music is highlighted
by such hooks as " . . . probation meant to be
suffered alone ..." This is not the best song
on the album, as it tends to fall into too much
bitching about how the group feels it has
been wronged.
"Group of 100 Violations" was a personal
favorite. This song is a play on Julie
Andrews' song from 'The Sound of Music,"
"Favorite Things," and features some fine
singing on the part of lead singer Ball Axeley,
who walks all over the note, but never quite
hits it.
Lead Guitarist Henslay McTellumdifferent
shows his ability on the guitar in "He's
Estranged." This song deals with a man who
tries to put some difference between him and
a group, while still trying to hold on to his
power. You get the feeling ol' Henslay is
holding back something, like maybe he has
an ace up his sleeve.
Drummer Fanny Cadillac shows his stuff
on "I Think It's Me," a song he wrote to show
how important he feels in the group's
masterplan.
"We Don't Get Along" is a classic song by
the group's bassist Homely Hardon. It's a
definite slap in the face to ex-No-Go Spike
Schleppley, who Homely replaced after
Spike decided to play bass for 111 Loster's
group, 'The Pretenders."
But by far the best song on the album is
"Get Up and Go.' In fact, with this song, the
group's rhythm guitarist, Hershey Walkon
actually left the group. It is rumored he went
to play lead guitar with a group in the United
Apes Fetish League, a group of wouici-be
avante garde rockers.
Too bad the group isn't in the running tor a
Grammy. It would be interesting to see who
actually would accept the award from the
presenters.

The Chart

In its never ending search for the best in the entertainment world, the
Buzzard Staph has decided to rank the places.that sooner or later we all
need. That's right, we've ranked, from one to 10, the best places to throw
up.
1. The Night Depository at the C&S Bank.
2. The Mail Drop at Chanelo's.
3. The Book Drop at the library.
4. A parked convertible (with the top down).
5. A pocket of the pool table in The Gameroom.
6. One of the washers in Dillard.
7. The Campus Mail chute in the Post Office.
8. A Mail Box (U.S. Mail).
9. Your roommate's cowboy boots.
10. The milk pitcher at cookie break.

Ghandimania comes to campus
with wire-rimmed glasses, sheets
by V. D. Mauler
staph biter
In the wake of this year's
blockbuster movie, "Gandhi,"
Gandhimania has taken Clemmons
by storm. Adopting the "homespun" cloth, wire-rim glasses, and
the Indian dialect made popular by
the film, these Gandhiites try to
emulate the lifestyle and philosophy
of their hero, Mahatma Gandhi.
The group is few in number now,
but according to the unofficial
leader of the Gandhiers, Bahani
Wahooney, Clemmons can expect
their number to grow.
"Wee may bee onlee threee today, but tomorrow thee streeeets of
Clemmons will bee teeaming
weeeth beeesheeeeted Tiggers
proud to wear thee wire-rimmed
glasses of our heero, Mahatma

Gandhi."
The Gandhiites however, are,
not only over-ambitious zealotes
who do not wear underwear, "We
have a cause," said Bahani. 'The
ticketing policy at Clemmons Mooniversity is an unjust act of oppression. They may give me tickets, they
may tow my car, they may take my
parking privileges away, but they
will not have my obeeedeince!!"
Bahani was again met by a round
of "Bahani like Gandhi" cheers from
his two supporters. Bahani went on
to say that only through nonviolent acts such as his can the rules
at Clemmons Mooniversity be
changed. With blue-uniformed
ticket-ladies mounted on their
trusty Cushmans to the rear,
Bahani lifted his $25 graduated-fine
ticket into the air and shouted, 'Let
thiis beee thee beegiinniing!!!"
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I Heated action forces school shutdown

1

by Barely Can Shovememore
creatures idiot

tend the lunch hour from 12 to 1 to 12 to
2:15. "That way all the mooniversity
employees can watch the show, while enjoy"One of the ways we are going to combat ing a leisurely lunch, and still have time to
budget cuts and please students and faculty is report back to work on time," said Axeley.
by using the popularity of "Daze of Our "Employees wont' be paid during this break,
Lives" to our advantage," said Mooniversity because we feel that watching "Daze" is
President Ball Axeley. Axeley went on and reward enough."
on about his plan at a Monday morning press
For those students who must take a 12:30
conference.
lab, televisions are being installed in the
"Daze" is a popular soap opera on NRC laboratories, so that students and lab instructelevision. Showtime is 1 p.m. "It uses ex- tors do not miss any of the heated action.
cellent actors, good plots, and keeps the
"Edgar's would also benefit," said Axeley.
viewers interested by using these two things "A large screen television, jacked-up prices,
interchangeably," said Axeley.
and corn dogs should draw a crowd."
In Axeley's plan, all 12:20 and 1:25 classes
So far the plan is saving the mooniversity a
will be cancelled, allowing students to watch couple of dollars each day. Plus, what better
all of their favorite show, before going to way to enjoy the afternoon then watching
their 2:30 classes.
Stefano finally pay for his dirty deeds, and
Another aspect of the Axeley plan is to ex- Marlena and Roman romp, Axeley said.

Beat me
by Shaven Whaler
internment editor
I find it hard to believe a place the
size of Clemmons has so many
places to be beaten. Within the
limits of downtown there are at
least four places to get a good
thrashing at a reasonable price.

Whip-side
The newest place to open downtown is Pinny Fannies, which specializes in spankings. Because of its
small size, this establishment has
very little room in which to flatten
out for that special hand contact. In
fact, most patrons are forced to
stand cheek to cheek in anticipation of seating space.
Next door to Fannies is the C&S
Spank, the only savings and prone
facility in the South. This bank offers 5V*% passbook savings. Penalty
(guess what) for early withdrawal.
One of my favorites is Chainelo's,
the only pizza and heavy bondage
place in Clemmons. Specializing in
the bizarre pizza variations,
Chainelo's offers the Rigby MaxiPizza, a thick crust pizza with a
wide adhesive strip so the cheese
won't slide off.
Chainelo's is tastefully done in
the latest in heavy-gauge rubber,
accented by spiked tacks. The chain
motiff is carried out in the heavyleather bar wall, proclaiming all the
underground clubs, Janice "Spike"
Slice has visited.
One of the places listed on the
wall is located a half block from
Chainelo's and that's Tigger Town
Cavern, a place that specializes in
leather-harnessed bartenders.
Strange things happen in the dark
corners of this place, such as
domination training, and beginning
insect behaviour.
The last place on the list is the
Sloan Street Slap Room, which is
notorious for its heavy-handed
abuse. Most regulars can be identified by their bruised cheeks (either
ones) and their red palms.
There are other places that could
be mentioned, such as Lesions, a
place that just reopened and seems
'o be running away with business;
Dominations, specializing in leather
to go; or even S.M. Sleaze's which
is a more upper-crust beating post.
But for those without a car, downtown still offers a good variety of
places to get the daylights beaten
out of you.

DUKE
THE FUQUA
SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS

i ■

photo bv Blobof Biggershit

These students are enjoying their favorite program, "Daze of Our Lives."
Mooniversity President Ball Axeley has graciously given everyone from 1 to 2 off.

MBA
WORKSHOP
FOR
MINORITY
STUDENTS

VIDEO RENTALS

The Fuqua School of Business
at Duke University will offer
an MBA Workshop for Minority
Students on April 7-9,1983.
Participation is by nomination
only and all expenses, excluding travel, will be paid
by Duke University. Only
Juniors are eligible.

GAME CARTRIDGES,
COLECO MAIN FRAME &
EXPANSION MODULE
FOR ATARI

Nomination Coordinator:
Lisa B. Harris
Assistant Director of Admissions
Sikes Hall
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Ball and Bat Axeley
Paper Doll Set
(Just cut them out)

■

C

Ball

Bat

3
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C-^ W^
Tiger rag
School spirit night ensemble

Axeley's budget cutting outfit

***&

Probation pinstripe
Probation dress
Bats bunny suit
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Spurts

Can you say 'Clemmons'?
Mr. Rogers thought so
. ^
, i-,_-_
by Gym Jockstrap
spurts idiot

^-^

You've just flipped the switch on the boob
tube. You sit back in your easy chair, pop
open a Shitz beer, and light up a cigar. Then
before you know it, America's best friend
creeps into your living room.
"It's a beautiful day in this neighborhood;
it's a beautiful day for neighbors. Would you
be mine? Could you be mine?
"Hi, boys and girls-I'm Mr. Rogers. Can
we be friends? I'd like that. Can you spell
'friend'? Good, I thought you could."
Wait. Before you touch that television
dial, let Mr. Rogers tell you about today's
adventure.
"Let's go over to the wall and look into Picture Picture to see where we neighbors can
visit today," Mr. Rogers said. "Look here,
boys and girls. It's the little town of
Clemmons, South Mongolia. "We'll go there
today to see some of the interesting landmarks and to meet a few of the nice people.
"Do you all have your tennis shoes on?
Let's
put them on together and put our
photo by Blobof Biggershit
"Boy these road trips are a pain in tne ass.",
sweaters on, too. It's a bit chilly out," Mr.
Rogers said. "Now, let's all grab a six pack to
"Loosen up a little."
make our journey shorter. Can you spell 'six
wen, rm trying, but you're a little bigger than I'm used to.
pack'? Can you spell 'Bush? I knew you
could."
With both your PF's and your JC Pansy
sweater on, you crack open another Shitz
and travel into the world of make believe
tional experience for me."
by Phallic Haridon
with Mr. Rogers.
Quaker went all the way to the third round
"Well look at some Clemmons landmarks,
staph biter
of the tourney before eventually falling, 6-9,
first," Mr. Rogers said. "Look, neighbors.
to the top rassler in the nation, Flab Flacker
Rasslin coach Phading Phallus took three
There's Littlepottie Colisleepum. The Clemfrom S&M State.
of his Tigger rasslers to the NCIG (National
mons bustedball team lost to powerhouses
"I really had fun out there," Quaker said. "I
Conference for Immediate Gratification)
like Southern Piss in Littlepottie this season.
got to try a lot of new positions and holds
Rasslin meet this past weekend, and came out
Can you say 'eighth in the ACC? Can you
against some very talented people.
on the bottom in every event.
write '2-12'? Can you say '111 Loster sucks'?
"Even though I didn't win at all, I can't say
"I don't know what happened to us,"
Would you like to fire his ass? Good, ClemI'm a loser," he said. "I have to look at it like
Phallus said. "We should have licked their
mons students would, too."
two ships passing in the night. I may never
butts all over the place."
Whew, time to open up the third can of
meet those people again, but they'll always
Clod Burr, Insane Quaker, and Doughy
Shitz while Mr. Rogers moves onward.
hold a special place in my heart."
McTenor could not get on top of their com"See that big thing, boys and girls? That's
McTenor fell in the opening round of the
petition from the beginning of the tournament.
Clemmons Allgloriful Stadium," Mr. Rogers
69-lb. class to an unidentified rassler from the
In the 188-lb. class. Burr was topped early
said. "Stand at attention. Button those
University of Six Mile.
on in his match against an opponent from the
sweaters, and tuck in those beer guts. Now,
His opponent, who called himself the
University of San Francisco. He got an uplift
salute that spacious second upper deck,
"Super Destroyer," subdued McTenor with
towards the end of the match, but couldn't
neighbors. That's what America's all about.
his famous "claw hold."
come around in time.
"Now, boys and girls, we're standing under
"He
got
that
damn
claw
between
my
legs,
Phallus threatened to throw in the towel
the beautiful scorebored at the east end of the
and there wasn't anything I could do,"
on Burr during the break between rounds,
stadium," Mr. Rogers said. "Gaze below at 'the
McTenor said. "I had to do what he wanted
but Burr talked him out of it.
hill.' Do you neighbors see that little statue at
me to do. It was wonderful."
"I told coach [Phallus] that I really wanted
the top of the hill? It's called Coward's Cock.
Although none of the Tigger rasslers
to stay in there with that guy," Burr said. "I
The Clemmons players rub it for good luck
finished in the top eight of the nation, they
wanted to prove what kind of a man I really am.
before running onto the field. That's why it
were each awarded a plaque attesting to their
"Even though I only got on top once in my
takes them a long time to run down the hill;
spurtsmanship.
match," Burr said, "I had a very good time
everybody gets a piece of the action."
while I was there. It was really an educa-

Rasslers get stuck, enjoy it

Quick. You run to the bathroom
Onirk.
bathrooi for relief,
but somehow, you mess up your PF's. Well,
take the damn things off and hurry back to
the set. Mr. Rogers is ready to talk to some
nice Clemmons folks.
"Look, neighbors. Here's football coach
Fanny Cadillac talking to some of his players
during spring practice," Mr. Rogers said.
"Let's listen to Fanny, boys and girls."
"Okay, you sum beeches, [spit] Line up
across from each other and hit like you was a
hittin' coach [spit] Monte Whippin," Cadillac
said. "Sheeit. Act like you was killin' the
[spit] spurts person at The Buzzard. He ain't
worth a pile a cowsheeit."
"For your information, neighbors,"
Mr. Rogers said, "Fanny is chewing on a wad
of Cracked-Nut spewing tobacco, his
favorite brand."
"Be meaner than hayull, boys," Cadillac
said. 'Tall are actin' like a bunch of pussy
cats. We been probated, not castrated."
A feeling of emptiness runs through your
body as you pop open two cans-of Shitz at
once. Meanwhile the good neighbor probes
ahead.
"Here, boys and girls, is Henslay
McTellumdifferent. Can you spell 'fatso'?
Can you spell stretch marks'? Can you say
'smart ass'? I knew you could, neighbors,"
Mr. Rogers said.
"Now, let's hear from Henslay."
"Hi, boys and girls," McTellumdifferent
said. "Let me tell you about [chew] some of
the things I hate. I hate executive athletic officers, the Faulty Sinate, Ball Axeley, [chew]
and Slobby N.obinson.
'There are some things I like," McTellumdifferent said. "I like upper decks, winning
seasons, lots of money, and the Horde of
Lustees. I'm not [chew, chew, chew] such a
bad little guy."
"McTellumdifferent," Mr. Rogers said, "is
[ouch] chewing on [ouch] my [ouch, ouch,
ouch] ... I mean on a fat cigar, fairies and
girls."
You feel like you've just lost your best
friend, or most important one, and now you
don't really have to worry about how much
Shitz you consume. Mr. Rogers returns.
"I'm sorry, boys and girls, but we're about
out of time," Mr. Rogers said. "We were planning to talk with I. M. Modest and Will
Bilhelm, but time slipped.away.
"Remember to tune in tomorrow when
Henslay McTellumdifferent will submit a job
application to Fanny Cadillac for the vacated
strength coach position,
"McTellumdifferent will also join in a
chorus of 'Won't you be my friend.' Good
■ night, boys and girls."

Loster manages Small Fart, not big one
like Cram Pukins, Wholesale Fairyqueen, and Ain'tgotany Touchme?
"Fart might look small, but he
sure
as hell can clear out the middle
Bustedball coach 111 Loster announced Wednesday the signing of when he wants to," Loster said.
"And he's just as dangerous on a
the state's top high school prospect,
as named by the area elementary break-wind-I mean breakaway."
Fart confessed Wednesday evenschool and kindergarten coaches.
Small Fart, a 5-6, 96-lb. "big ing that he was upset because so
man," chose the Tiggers over the 25 many of the bigger schools
state junior colleges which recruited overlooked him.
"I think the other schools had
him. Fart, from Shitlick county,
averaged 95 points and 69 rebounds problems about my food and board
per game for his Gas-lite High team. more than anything else," Fart said.
"We're real proud to get Fart," "I'm a beans and franks man, and
Loster said. "He's just the type of that seemed to create a problem
center we were looking for. Fart's with anyone I hoped to room with."
But apparently, Loster was willthe silent type, but as other teams
• will soon find out, he leaves a deadly ing to take a gamble with Fart, and
it is a gamble Loster hopes will pay
trail."
But can Fart go up against centers dividends.
by Gym Jockstrap
spurts idiot

"Of course, we plan to red-shirt
Fart for a year just like we do any
promising big man," Loster said.
"After a year of work and numerous
etiquette classes, Fart will be able to
play his 15 to 20 minutes each game
just like all the rest of our players."
Loster also said he thinks Fart
will grow a little during his red-shirt
season and become a dominating
force in the ACC (All Chokers Conference).
"It wouldn't surprise me if Fart
grew a foot-and-a-half," Loster
said. He'd be a big fart then,
wouldn't he?"
Loster said he hopes to sign six or
seven more "blue-chippers" to complete "another spectacular recruiting
year" for his Tiggers.
"No question about it, we'll be a

young team again next year," Loster
said. "After we sign another big
group of 6-5 high schoolers, we can
follow this year's pattern," he continued. "We'll sit the older guys on
the bench, and play the shorter and
inexperienced freshmen to build for
the following year. And no, Park
Benchum, won't get to play next
year either."
When thinking about next
season, Loster admits he has some
ideas for a team motto similar to the
one used this season — shooting for
a full house.
"I kind of like my newest
idea-farting for an empty Littlepottie." But who knows? Fart might
transfer and play for the Farta
Semenpoles," Loster said. 'Then
again, he might go to Whorsia."

Small Fart, 34, is silent but
deadly.
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Tiggers get spermendous win
by Gym Jockstrap
spurts idiot
111 Loster's Tigger bustedball team went on a
shooting spree Saturday and closed out its regular
season with a 92-88 victory over Illinois-Chicago-Semicircle.

Shooting Off
Loster called his team's 11th win satisfying but was
disappointed because he failed for the final time to keep
his pre-season promise of shooting for a full house.
"We brought in Chicago because we heard their
players could really fill it up," Loster said. "But I was
wrong just as I've been wrong so.many times this season;
only about 6900 fans showed up."
Illinois-Chicago, a member of the CJC (Circle Jerk
Circumference), came into the game with the reputation
of playing a sticky zone defense and pumping in gobs of
long-distance jumpers.
"We knew we'd have our hands full," Loster said.
"We had to keep our eyes open because Chicago was so
quick and came at us from every direction."
Hits and misses
Clemmons "secured a firm grip on the lead during
the premature stages of the game by beating Chicago's
zone with perimeter shooting.
"We milked Chicago's zone for all it was worth,"
Loster said. "After we hit the mark for the fourth or fifth
time in a row, Chicago didn't have anything left - they
just ran out of steam and went limp."
But before matters got out of hand, Chicago coach
Jack O. King jerked the official aside and requested a
timeout to give his team time to reload.
"It was pretty hairy out there during the first 10
minutes," King said. "The Clemmons players started getting pretty cocky out there and began shooting off at the
mouth at our guys," King said. "We decided it was time
to give Clemmons a taste of its own medicine."
Thus, Chicago rose to the occasion and went on a
torrid scoring spurt by firing in a steady stream of outside shots to make a near-arousing comeback.
"Chicago was really jacked up when the first half
came to an end," Loster said. 'They figured out our
gameplan and had us covered from head to toe. I just
told the guys to shake it all off, and we headed into the
dressing room to get some liquid refreshments."
Halftime
After the court was swept and cleaned, the Tigger
fans were treated to some halftime entertainment — the
Sleaze Jeans Plug of Wargasm contest. The Alley Fats
battled several male students in a winner-take-all contest, a show Loster hoped would also fill the house.

"I really feel sorry for those Alley Fats," Loster said.
"They've worked their butts off all season only to come
up short in the end."
The Alley Fats put up a good fight in the Plug of
Wargasm but lost by a mere six inches, or half-foot,
depending on how you wish to measure it. However,
the male students refused to claim their winnings and
opted for autographed pictures of senior Head Fillum
instead.
"Hell, I don't mind a little meat with my taters, but I
felt like taking the picture was safer," a Plug of Wargasm
participant said.
Second half
Battered, bruised, and abused due to its first half
beating, Clemmons returned to the court with a full
tank and with fire in its eye. The Tiggers built a big lead
behind the outside shooting of Handonknee Jerkins, and
Chicago's coach King was hard-up for an answer.
"Clemmons rubbed our faces in it at the start of the
second half," King said. "It was like some kind of giant
explosion all of a sudden," he said. "I guess Clemmons
was relieving itself of a whole year of frustrations."
According to Loster, the Tiggers were due for such
an explosion.
"This losing stuff has been building up inside us and
getting bigger every game; it finally all spewed out in
one big load," Loster said. "It was a shot in the dark, and
Chicago was unable to handle its force."
Chicago made the score close at the end but came
up short by four points in what many fans termed a
"blow-out" for the Tiggers.
"It was definitely a tough loss for us to swallow,"
King said in the post-game press conference. "And I'll tell
you one thing — it's not going to taste any sweeter in the
morning."
Loster, meanwhile, was pleased with the performances of his busted bailers. "Our guys stayed up the
entire second half," he said. "We knew this wasn't going
to be a soft-touch victory."
Clemmons, a member of the ACC (All Chokers
Conference), surprised the emotion-soaked Tigger fans
by holding for the win.
"At first, I thought we had bitten off more than we
could chew," Loster said. "But we took what Chicago
gave us and were able to digest it, and for that reason,
we won the game."
With the ACC Tournament coming up this weekend, this spurts idiot hopes the Tiggers suck it up and
dish it out to the Dirty Feet from UNC.
What does Loster think will be the key to a possible
Clemmons victory?
"Vitamin E," Loster said. "I want to spread ardund a
lot of good cheer in the Omni in Atlanta this weekend."
All in all, it's been a year of ups-and-downs for
Loster's Tiggers, and a win over the Dirty Feet on Friday
might make up for many of the season's.shortcomings.

photo by Blobof Biggershit

Twelve inches, really?
Park Benchum, left, and Head Fillum, right, discuss
shooting ranges during the Tiggers washout of Illinois
Chicago semi-Circle. The two are just shooting the breeze-

ScoreBored
Bowl Games
Clemmons, 0; ACC, 3
Clemmons, 0; NCAA, 2

Appeals
Clemmons, 1; Cougher & Whiner,
0

Quality Game
Axeley, 0; State Legislature, 4.3
Axeley, 0; State Legislature, 3
Axeley, 1; McTellumdifferent, 0
(2ot)

Bustedball
Clemmons, 92; Illinois-Chicago
Semi-Circle, 88

Bustedball Wars
Jockstrap, 3; Loster, 2
Head Fillum, ?; Loster, 2-12

IF YOU ARE SICK AND TIRED
OF BEING SICK AND TIRED . . .
THEN TRY CHIROPRACTIC!
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS*FACULTY*
STAFF WELCOME

THE DENNIS YOUNG
CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
Phone 654-6697 • Hwy. 93 Between Clemson & Central

CONSULTATION AT NO CHARGE

Nudity Game
Load Spiller,
ferent, 0

1;

McTellumdif-

"Quality Sporting
Equipment for the

BACK, HIP & LEG PROBLEMS
Painful problems of the back, hip
and legs most frequently are the
result of faulty alignment of one
or more of the spinal segments in
the lower back. The nerves branching out from these vertebrae control the lower extremities. If one
or more of these nerves become
"pinched" or irritated, pain,
swelling and loss of function
may occur. An understanding of
these problems can help you
avoid suffering and loss.

Scary Stuff
Shaven Whaler, 1; Count Floyd, 0

a*

Sporting Goods

ALL SHOES 25% OFF original price
SOME SELECTED STYLES
40% OFF original price
ALL WARMUPS, JACKETS, & SKI GLOVES
50% OFF original price
ALL CAMPING SUPPLIES & CLEMSON
GLASSWARE 50% OFF original price
ALL SWEATERS 50% OFF
original price
ETONIC GOLF SHOES $55.95
valued up to *100.00
FEW SELECTED STYLES OF TENNIS
RACKETS 50% OFF original price
HOURS:
MON.-SAT. 9:00-6:00

654-7140

MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS & GARRETT'S CHARGE WELCOME
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Homely Hardon: buck stops here
"

by Rumor Bitch
staff biter

After becoming the 1981 Rational Cheating Champions,
the Tigger lootball team applied a new motto to itselfanything can be done if the money's right. Because of its complete turnabout from the 6-5 1980 season to the 12-0 1981
season, the squad was labeled the Cinderella team by college
lootball fans all over the country.

Player Exile
The Pumpkin Bowl victory over the Pornhustlers iced the
fairy-tale year for everyone.
But according to Tigger quarterback Homely Hardon, the
Cinderella year was not that sweet fairy tale after all; it was a
pain in the ass.
The hot bowl
All the problems started for Homely when he and
Henslay McTellumdifferent made the mistake that the weather
in Miami would not surpass 60 degrees.
"It was too damn hot to be playing lootball for the money
f was making," Homely said. "When me and McTellumdifferent met before Christmas to discuss money, I'll be honest
with you, I didn't realize it was going to be that tough of a
game."
But the game was tough. Homely was sweating before the
warmup exercises were completed. "Finally, during half time, I
went to the locker room and explained to coach [Fanny]
Cadillac that I needed more money," Homely said. "He said
he'd work something out with McTellumdifferent and for me
not to worry."
Homely did just what the coach ordered, at least for
awhile. "Finally, the coach sent a message in with Very Suttle
that McTellumdifferent couldn't be found," Homely said.
"That did it. I started missing passes and everything; there was
no incentive left."
But that's not what the public heard. Supposedly, Homely
was suffering from dehydration. "I don't know where everyone got that crap from, but I was just mad because of the
money," he said.

Then, a miracle happened. Cadillac saw an IPTEY (I pay
teams each year) member, Green Jollyman, who said he wouki
buy Homely a new car if he'd just perform up to his
capabilities during the rest of the game.
That settled it, and the outcome of the so-called fairy tale
was as planned. The Tiggers beat the Pornhustlers, 22-15.
Car talk
Homely did not celebrate the Pumpkin Bowl victory with
the rest of the team, though; and according to reports, he
spent the evening in his hotel room still suffering from the
dehydration that never existed.
"Bullshit! That was something I think Ball Axeley came up
with to keep the public thinking we were an honest-togoodness quality team," Homely said. "Actually, I was just
back at the room thinking about the kind of car I wanted."
As everything turned out, Homely didn't get the car he
wanted. Instead, he had to settle for a Monte Carlo. NCAA
(Never Cheat Again Authorities) officials were already hanging out on the campus to check out possible recruiting violations, and Cadillac suggested Jollyman not buy the Mercedes
just yet.
"I really wanted that car. It was a white Mercedes, Homely
said. "I couldn't understand why they would check me out
when most of the players over at Maulling Hall own Firebirds,
Audis, 280's, or Mazdas."
Probation time
With the car, the 1982 season, and the possible probation
ahead, times were getting pretty hectic for Homely.
First, he played so poorly against the rival Whorsia
Poodles that he had to fake an injury just to keep the fans on
his side. "I was already worried about them finding out about
the car," he said. "I surely didn't want them cussing me on the
field, too."
i
However, the fans did find out about the car incident, and
Homely and McTellumdifferent had to think up something to
use as an explanation. They decided to play the sympathy
role, and keep Homely out of a few games, as if he wanted to.
clear the accidental car mistake up quickly.
"I didn't mind staying out of a few games," he said. "That
was just a couple of thousand down the drain; but if the fans
aren't on your side, it's more lost even while you're playing.

Homely Hardon
Fifty percent of the money we get comes from how we are accepted by the fans."
But the fans weren't behind Homely when he had to appear before the NCAA's distractions committee in Chicago;
they were afraid he was going to mess up Clemmons's reputation of being a quality institution.
"I knew all the fans had figured me out, but with the
coach, McTellumdifferent, and Axeley on my side, I knew I
would get out of it," he said. "The thing that bothered me the
most was that I had to fake the hurt leg and, boy, were those
crutches a pain on the underarms during that long trip."
In the end, Homely didn't get into any trouble because, as
Axeley put it, Homely Hardon didn't realize he was doing anything wrong.
No classes
After all Homely has managed to get away with at Clemmons Mooniversity, some people may wonder if he even has
to go to class to get credit.
T go sometimes to get out of the room, but, no, I'm no
different than any other athlete," he said. "Why should they
make me go to class?"
According to the senior money major, classes are not as
helpful as playing lootball. "Not even going to class, I figure I'll
leave with both feet on the ground, or in the floorboard of my
new Mercedes."

COPULATION
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

5.00 STROHS

LADIES' HIBERNATION

ACC TOURNAMENT

WIN PRIZES!
* 3 CASES USED BEER CANS

BARE AS YOU
DARE NIGHT
PRIZES! FOR
THE BEST BEARS

WEDNESDAY
$

* 18 PAIR PANTIES
(2 PAIRS WITH HOLES)
* 1 BRA-SIZE 46EEE

GRAND PRIZE
3-DAY ALL-EXPENSEPAID TRIP TO
SIX MILE MOUNTAIN,
SIX MILE, S.C.
(BRING YOUR OWN PUP TENT)

ON

BIG 2-INCH
TV SCREEN
STARTING FRI. AT NOON
12:00-2:00

$

2.00 Draft

s

7.00 Pitchers

7:30-9:30
2 FREE KEGS

ALSO

ROLLING STONES
LIVE AT HALF TIME

